CHAPTER VI

Conclusion and Further Research

6.1 Conclusion

This project is successfully implements to searching synonym with stemming and Levensthein Distance Algorithms. Although in some of the successfully implementations, there are a few incapabilities and limitations in finding synonyms programs rely on existing data. This program is also not equipped with the addition of the word into the data set. So that the search range is synonymous with the word search that is too large will result in a less effective keyword suggestion and sometimes deviated from the subject.

6.2 Further Research

For Further Research in this program is potentially to be developed into many vendors gadget, so that the benefits can be felt by many people in need. and can add features to edit data and add data in this dictionary. and provide a website for sharing and developing this program together. Because This dictionary program can be edited to change the data dictionary but can be a dictionary to another language. simply by changing the data dictionary only, then it can be run with a different language dictionary. Due to use of programming with OOP concepts